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Hevvy PumPS 
aDVantaGE

HEVVy PumPS are designed in-house by our engineers and crafted in 
north america using our own local workforce and know-how. HEVVy is our 
name and it signifies we are no lightweight.

HEvvy is a niche player in the solids handling market and knows the applications better than 
anyone else. this knowledge brings with it the following advantages:

We can truly partner with our customers 
and consider ourselves an extension of our 
customer’s operation.
 
We are not trying to be everything to 
everybody and therefore do not have the 
unfocused range of product lines that most 
of our conglomerate competitors have. as a 
result we are able to move faster and adapt 
with technology.
 

We realize that by gaining just five 
efficiency points, we can effectively save 
our customers thousands of dollars a year 
in electricity costs.
 
We also realize that by not basing our 
business model on surviving off spare parts 
revenues, we can invest in designing 
pumps that actually last the test of time - 
thereby offering our customers a lower total 
cost of ownership.

We have named ourselves heVVy - perfectly summing up who we are & the 
industries we serve.

In heVVy PumPs, we have created a product 
line that embodies both imagination and 
technological advancement. over the course 
of our 40 year history as toyo PumPs, the 
company has progressively evolved. our 
valued customers have helped to shape us, 
and from years of listening to their particular 
needs, dreams and continuous positive 
feedback - we created the heVVy PumPs 
product line to service these requirements. We 
don’t believe in relying on past merits alone.

heVVy pushes the limits of technology and 
design, to propel the future and challenge 
the industry to be more reliable, efficient 
and accountable to its customers and the 
environment. It is an exciting new future when 
“heritage” and “imagination” meet to benefit 
both worlds. With heVVy and its new product 
lines, we are ready to make a real impact 
globally.

Hevvy PumPS 
HIStoRy

Where heritage meets imagination - the evolution of toyo PumPs.

make no mistake - the toyo name has served us well. toyo is a proven 
technology, despite being developed years ago. heVVy is about embracing 
our proven technology and incorporating it into our new designs to both 
improve and create better products.
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aVaIlablE In ExtrEmE Duty (xD) & SEvErE Duty (SD) PoWER fRamES 
to bESt fIt tHE HyDRaulIc REquIREmEntS of tHE aPPlIcatIon.  

HNH SERIES

SD - SEVERE Duty 

Protective 
Safety Guard

Constant 
level oiler

radial Bearing, Deep Groove  
Ball - lIo life: 100, 000 hr bath

thrust Bearing, angular 
contact - lIo life: 
100, 000 hr bath

large Capacity oil Sump

Breather

Shaft Seal -  
Bearing Protection 
- lip Seal (standard) 
- labarinth Seal (optional)

thrust/radial Bearings 
to Heavy Duty tapper 
Roller bearings -  lIo 

life exceeds 100,000 hr

Solid Heavy Duty 
Shaft Exceptional 
low shaft stiffness 

ratio maximizing 
mechanical seal & 

bearing life

over-sized Sight Glass

temperature Gauge 
oil bath monitoring

Drain Port 
oil bath

robust Bearing Housing 
Design - with large 
capacity oil bath

Shaft Seal -  
Bearing Protection 
- lip Seal (standard) 
- labarinth Seal  
  (optional)

Breather

xD - ExtREmE Duty 
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HNH SERIES

maximum flexibility
If your pump performance requirements change, simply change the pumping 
end to ensure you are always achieving maximum productivity and efficiency. 
 
cost Savings
No need to buy a brand new piece of equipment when system requirements 
change. Just change the pump end. If you can standardize on the same 
pumping ends throughout your plant then you can greatly reduce the need for 
excessive spare parts inventory. 
 
Increased Productivity 
Production is profit. When systems change the lead times of some custom 
drive units can not only be long but also expensive. If you can recycle your drive 
unit and simply change your pumping end you can get back into production 
quicker, cheaper, with less downtime required. 

the HEVVy modular program allows you the flexibility of coupling the pumping 
ends below with either the same or different HEVVy drive configurations -  be it 
submersible, cantilevers, or horizontal.

The modular advantageS

S

E

B
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the E Wet End has a fully recessed vortex impeller 
that permits an unobstructed passage of large 
solids. fibrous material can also be handled without 
difficulty due to the natural flow of the fluid through 
the pump casing and the fact that the flow is virtually 
isolated from the impeller (only 15% of pumped liquid 
is in contact with the impeller). this pump is ideally 
suited for low shear applications. available in ductile 
iron, High chrome, cD4, alloy 20, & more.

e

the B Wet End is a hard wearing, heavy duty, closed 
impeller, slurry pump that comes standard in high 
chrome or cD4 mcu. the b is equipped with flow 
stabilizing vanes to increase efficiency and reduce 
turbulence and resulting impeller wear. capable of 
handling class 3 & 4 slurries and a 5” solids size. 
the b is able to reach high heads and a low nPSH R 
option is available. 

B

the S Wet End is a fantastic semi-open, high 
efficiency, solids handling pump. this wet end is 
capable of handling class 1, 2, & some class 3 slurries. 
It boasts a special elliptical cut-water design which 
maximizes efficiencies and reduces wear. available 
in ductile iron, High chrome, cD4, alloy 20, & more.

S

WEt END
DESIGnS



HNH SEalInG
the HNH comes standard with packed box or choose a standard component 
mechanical seal or from a variety of our specially engineered slurry cartridge 
seal options below:
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DouBlE mECHaNICal SEal

HyDroDyNamIC SEal

SINGlE mECHaNICal SEal

4 expellers/repellers that are capable 
of higher sealing pressure than typical 
single expeller/repeller design.  
• Packing-less design.
• Integrated flush port. 

Extreme slurry cartridge seal design 
available with positive pressure 
quench plans. 

Severe slurry cartridge design with 
robust stationary single spring with 
higher tolerance for misalignment 
and shaft deflection.
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HEvvy toyo has the ability to engineer, 
procure, and construct turnkey solutions 
that can be integrated within your system.

SolutIoNS mIGHt INCluDE:

Selection of appropriate motor starters and drives for optimal compatibility 
(Soft Starters, VfDs, and Plc control)

flow control and monitoring specifically for slurry pumps (control valves, 
flow meters)

Piping, and complete seal plans (aPI Seal Plans)

HNH SolutIonS
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HNH SERIES Performance To suiT your Process
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HNH SERIES Performance To suiT your Process
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at HEvvy PumPS we were born out of our passion for pumping solids. the majority of 
pumping companies began life as a water pumping company. therefore, if they now offer 
a “slurry” pump, they’ve simply adapted one of their water pumps to do a slurry pumps’ 
job. this is not always the ideal solution (similar to asking a pick-up truck to do a dump 
truck’s job). 

to find the right solution for your application it is important to first understand what it is 
you are trying to pump. Slurries come in many shapes, sizes, weights, levels of abrasion or 
corrosion and consistency. for your convenience, the industry defines slurries by classes. 
We have included a very simplified chart (see below) to assist you in understanding what 
slurry class you might be dealing with. as always we are happy to help you choose the 
right solution for your application. Please give us a call if this is all as clear as well… slurry. 

Hevvy SluRRy
claSSificationS

the above chart is for use as a guide only. It assumes 2.65 Ss silica-based solids. adjust rating to account for solids of different abrasivity using 
aStm G75-95. the chart is based on the Hydraulic Institute’s Slurry class guideline. for more information about the HI Slurry classes please 
visit http://pumps.org or call HEVVy PumPS for assistance.

SlurrY tYPeS:   siLT   |   sAND   |   TAiLiNGs
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serVice class guideline For slurry PumP erosiVe Wear
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the eVolution oF our horizontal Product’s identity

currently we’re in the process of giving some of our products a new identity. We’re doing this for 
a few reasons:

• to continue our evolution from toyo PumPS to HEVVy PumPS;
• in hopes of simplifying the product offering from an identity point of view;
• to highlight one of our products’ greatest advantages – it’s modularity. meaning that

you can couple most of any one of our pump ends on most of our drive ends be it
submersible, vertical cantilever, or horizontal.

Rest assured, the products you know and love haven’t changed even through you may be calling 
them a new name in the future. We continue to invest hevvily in research and development, as well 
as follow our passion for technology and engineering design. at the same time, we are carefully 
building our HEVVy/ toyo PumP tEam which allows us to continue our mission of continuously 
improving our product’s overall life, performance, and ability to withstand the toughest applications 
on earth.  
many of you will have legacy products and may have concerns about the need to change product 
names or descriptions in the system. there really is no cause for concern, even if you want to order 
duplicate pumps or parts, under your traditional way of identifying it, we’ll make the transition on 
our end and deliver you exactly what you’ve always ordered.  
We want this process to be seamless and painless for you; please feel free to tell us how we can 
help.  
for some period of time you will likely receive curves or other technical documentation with some 
legacy identity. this is also fine. It’s all part of the journey. 

for reference:
DEH will be known as the HNH-E
DBH will be known as the HNH-B

 our newest semi-open impeller pump hydraulic is the HNH-S

for questions or assistance, please feel free to contact your local Regional manager or:
info@hevvypumps.com  

be confident that your HEvvy PumP will work 
with our No risk trial Program. all we need 
is a little information about your application 
and a commitment from you - when our pump 
meets the expectations that we both agree on 
- that you will keep the pump.

HEvvy PumPS is proud to offer a 
complimentary pump audit of your four worst 
pumping applications, complete with a report. 

contact your Regional manager or applications@hevvypumps.com for more information.

GiVe us your WorsT

HevvY’S No risK TriAL ProGrAM



the information that has been provided within 
the pages of this brochure has been complied 
in good faith and to the best of HEvvy PumPS 
ability. 

However, the authors of this document make no 
warranty, of any kind, expressed or implied, and 
will not be held responsible, or liable, for errors 
or omissions resulting in any loss or damage 
caused, or alleged to be caused - directly or 
indirectly - by information contained within. 
Information is also subject to change at the 
discretion of HEvvy PumPS.

copyright 2019. all rights reserved. PbR-HnH-En-Ro

toyo Pumps north america, corp.
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